HOBBY
PATCHES
Created by Sew4Home
Sew and show your favourite past times
while getting the most from your Janome machine
with these fun, colourful Hobby Patches! Any Janome
machine with a minimum 5 x 5” hoop will do! (CM17,
MC15000, MC9850, MC550E or other models)

Project Steps:

Materials List:
- A Janome embroidery capable machine.
- 5 x 5” hoop or larger (S4H used the RE18 Hoop).
- We recommend Madeira Avalon Ultra which provides
the necessary firmness, yet washes away when the
project is finished.
- For the best results we recommend Madeira, Iris or our
exclusive Janome brand embroidery thread.

It should be hooped drum tight. When hooping this
stabilizer, we found it helpful to use the magnetic clamps
on the sides of the hoop.

Sew4Home proivdes inspiring tutorials that are expertly designed
and have easy to understand instructions with gorgeous photography.
Get to know Sew4Home better visit Sew4Home.com
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Hobby Patches
Over the top of the stabilizer, place a rectangle of white
craft felt, cut to approximately 6”x 9”.

bobbin thread and embroidery thread in the needle. A
color chart for each design is provided in a separate PDF.

Attach the hoop to your Janome machine.

Continue stitching through each color change. Each
design takes about an hour (or more) to stitch out. Stitch
at a moderate speed (600 spm) for the best results.

Use the Baste function to adhere the felt in position.
With the full felt rectangle in place, the machine will stop
when the interior design is finished, however, the border
remains to be done.

Transfer your chosen Hobby Patch embroidery design
to your machine. Set up the embroidery machine for
professional style embroidery, with a FULL bobbin of
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Hobby Patches
Remove the hoop from the machine and, using tiny
scissors, cut away the excess felt – staying close to the
stitched outline.

Replace the hoop in the machine and re-thread to stitch
the border.
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Your patch is complete!

Pop the patch from the hoop, remove the excess
stabilizer, and the patch is ready to be applied to your
favorite garment, tote, and more!

